Thompson center contender parts diagram

Thompson Center Contender Parts Diagram. Colt Component Parts Catalog, 43 pps. Showing 1
to 68 of We have the best gun parts at the best prices you'll find online. Take your pick of. I have
a pistol that shoots a rifle shell. That is, have your rear sight settings figured out and written
down. Morphy Auctions, agent for the seller, cannot guarantee the information to be correct or
assume the. You needed a good combination of accuracy and power. Thus in a small way the
Contender has a place in gun rights history. I have an older model Contender action that I just
ordered a barrell and grips for. If you have a retroffited frame, pay attention to which parts you
need for replacement if needed. Models through The market needed an innovative, quality rifle
that would not only perform, but could be purchased at a reasonable price. I undercut the.
Buyers and sellers are required to know and comply with all applicable local, state, federal and
international firearm laws. Snipers are the multi role soldiers employed under various
circumstance like evacuation, support to the foot soldiers, protection of convoys, target killings
in restricted areas. Trap Door Springfield. Add to cart. The original TC Contender is no longer
produced. Thompson Center. Stoning where there is an interference between parts should be
done with the stoning marks diagonal to the action of the reciprocating or rotating part. Po Box
Royal AR Please click back to return to the previous page. Shop our selection of gun parts from
thompson center today. Midwest gun works gunsmiths can offer you the knowledge and skill
that your hr firearm deserves. Trick out or upgrade your firearm with the largest gun parts
selection at eBay. Breadcrumb link parts by gun model. Announcement:Information contained
herein is presented on behalf of the seller. Remove the dye from the first dyed part, and dye the
mating part in the suspected area. Parts List. Silhouette, Contender is now racking. These TC
Contender and Encore barrels offer some of the best and most precise shooting available. Light
rub marks above the hinge pin. Wiki User Answered. The specific parts will have the same part
number, but you have to specify which model old or new. Whether you've loved the book or not,
if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for
them. Patented recoil cushion and high strength construction are ideal for the heaviest calibers
including the and. Long Rifle Part For. I think it's pretty clear from the five Supreme Court cases
outlined above that your claim -- that "the Supreme Court has consistently. Tipping the scales
at 48 oz, the EXP is probably the lightest AR style pistol in the world that is chambered for 5.
Over the years, more than , units of Contender handguns and Thompson Center Contender
parts have been sold. There are always exceptions. A membership in Aimpoint e-Club gives you
VIP access to content exclusively for members, to name a few: 45 days free streaming of great
outdoor adventures on the MOTV channel, access to a wide range of hunting and shooting
TV-series from all parts of the world. We provide original gun parts, collectible firearms, and
related merchandise with integrity, quality, and service, which are the strengths of our
business. Military arms: Krag-Jorgensen rifle. Don't ask about where to get parts for your
firearm! This is for technical issues you're having with the site. Shop our vast selection and
save!. Find all you need at Haus of Arms today! Call Us WE actually stock more parts than are
listed here so if you don't see what you need, give us a call at Thompson Center Contender 21"
Could you tell me the value of this pistol and any. The Model included a new locking bolt and
two-piece firing pin, alongside an improved one-piece trigger and a short receiver that enabled
cartridge compatibility with and models. Thompson Center gun parts are born from a passion
for firearms and a determination to provide uncompromised quality and design with every
product. Set the metal parts of your rifle where they will be safe, and place the stock
upside-down on your work area. Shop our selection of gun parts from Thompson Center today!.
First, the bolt hold-open. Thompson center encore parts diagram. Get harrington richardson
model single barrel series shotgun parts accessories and more with numrich gun parts corp.
The Contender figured in a Supreme Court case , which established that having a pistol and
parts to convert it to a rifle did not amount to possession of an illegal short barreled rifle. The
Best Gun Books For Any Gun Owner Gun Digest Store is where you'll find a fantastic selection
of books about concealed carry, gun values, gunsmithing, gun laws, self-defense, gun history
and more from the world's best gun writers and leading gun experts. Some of the center screws
may be covered by the magazine floorplate, and, on some models, may not be used at all. One
of the most expensive things within our bedroom decorating is the bed. Our cutter geometry
delivers a unique "industrial appearance" to a finished barrel and eliminates the razor sharp
edges common to deeply fluted barrels. Apart from the Contender pistols, the company
produces several other top selling guns and rifles. The requested URL was not found on this
server. LongRifles, Inc. Suppressed Weapons The suppressor is a device designed to deceive
observers forward of the sniper as to the exact location of the weapon and the sniper. Visit
Shapeways material guidelines to check out the wall thickness and detail limits for yourself, or
if you're ready, you can upload your model to check out the sizes and printability in all
materials. Thompson Center Arms has single-handedly repopularized single shot rifles and

pistols. This download has over exploded gun diagrams with accompanying parts list. It came
in both. There are two schools of thought on this one. Vintage Thompson Sprinkler Parts. It can
out shoot Click for more info. Shop for centerfire pistols parts and accessories with numrich
gun parts the worlds largest supplier of gun parts. We focus primarily on original factory
manufactured parts with minimal wear for obsolete firearms, but also stock parts for modern
firearms as well as a limited number of reproduction parts. Muzzleloading interest at that time
was minimal. Diagram from original patent, issued. Bsa Merlin air rifle parts diagram? Asked by
Wiki User. The trigger on the pre-G2 frames can be outstanding and it would cost less than the
other options you listed and you can get the barrel threaded if you want to play with
suppressors. Barrel has been Magna ported. Online Retailer Dealer Locator. My best shooter
was in the production class where I liked my all stock Thompson Center Contender in Hepburn,
the Model features a revolutionary lever-fire system with repeat-fire capability. Contender has
taken all types of North American big. Crush diet orange. The Contender figured in a Supreme
Court case, which established that having a pistol and parts to convert it to a rifle did not
amount to possession of an illegal short barreled rifle. Response to 25 foundation firearm and
toolmark examination questions. With topics ranging from firearms, CCW, survival, tactics,
training and much more, The Armory Life features some of the most respected experts in the
firearms community. For over 50 years, Thompson Center has delivered reliable gun parts with
top performance to thousands of hunting and shooting enthusiasts. Springfield rifle. One shot,
one kill. The Armory Life is your go-to source for daily firearms-focused content, delivering
fresh and engaging entertainment and education. Originally patented on August 1, by L.
Measure back from the tip of the foreend about 2 to 2 inches. It has served me well for 18 years.
Wail Triki. Replacement parts and specialized tools for Thompson Center Encore, Pro Hunter,
and Contender including forend screw and hardware kits, hinge pins, locking bolts, extractors,
and more. The stainless steel, musket cap percussion nipple ignition system assures a strong
spark to ignite your powder quickly and efficiently. My choice would be to go for a MGM
Contender pistol barrel. With a great selection of Thompson Center rifle barrels, Thompson
Center handguards and forends, and more, you. Gun Parts for Thompson Center. And about the
Tompson Center Contender, I have a couple of them, with around 10 barrels. Auto-Ordnance is
a U. Springfield Musket; Springfield rifle. Bob's Gun Shop Inc. The Attorney to or throu gh
certain parts of the locked firearms rack that is o n a General shall ensure that rules and country
due to concern about violent motor vehicle; regulations adopted pursuant to this crime and gun
v iolence, and parents paragraph do not impair the manufac- may decline to send their children
to iv by an individual for. Instructions for ordering are foot-noted on the page for parts, The
yellow parts in the schematics are the ones affected by the retrofitting. Handgun Models. It was
a trick question, sorry about that It's the result of a brain fart I had last christmas. Gun parts for
thompson center since thompson center and smith wesson have worked together to bring a line
of rifles handguns and shotguns. Kingston, NY Phone: Arthur Brown Co. You can write a book
review and share your experiences. Trim it to the same length as the original spring and you.
Used but in excellent condition. Bulgarian stamped receiver. Firearm please contact
thompsoncenter before proceeding with its operation. Measures 3. Measures 6. Thompson
Center Gun Parts - Original. Browse the pistols for sale on GunsAmerica. Since , Thompson
Center Arms has been synonymous with firearms that stand up in the toughest situations and
perform when it counts. This is an original first model Contender in excellent condition. Lot : 2-AK 7. When you're an every-season hunter, you deserve a gun built to keep up. Very useful for
gunsmiths. If you are interested in Thompson Firearms or other firearms, guns, etc, be sure and
see our other firearm and gun manuals and information. Pistols, handguns, and other great
guns for sale online at GunsAmerica. Replacement parts and specialized tools for thompson
center encore pro hunter and contender including forend screw and hardware kits hinge pins
locking bolts extractors and more. Center to Bottom Picket Tip Spacing See more ideas about
thompson contender, hand guns, thompson center. You may have to register before you can
post: click the register link above to proceed. Regards I realize that this is not uncommon wit.
Tc Endeavor Breech Plug. Find great deals on eBay for thompson center arms contender. Learn
more about rheumatoid arthritis symptoms and. Matches were 40 rounds, and you needed to
have done all your homework before the match. Army Ordnance Department in Encore Forend
Adapter. Stewart- Manual, 23 pps. Parts And Accessories. Starting with their original Thompson
Center Contender Pistol, invented by Warren Center and manufactured by Thompson
Investment Casting, the company expanded and grew for several years. Radocy Takedown
Guide "Thompson Center Contender" Features a parts diagram, photos and instructions for
disassembly and reassembly of the firearm listed in the. Thompson Center gun parts are born
from a passion for firearms and a determination to provide uncompromised quality and design
with every product. For over 50 years, Thompson Center has delivered reliable gun parts with

top performance to thousands of hunting and shooting enthusiasts. With a great selection of
Thompson Center rifle barrels , Thompson Center handguards and forends , and more, you can
rest assured that you are getting a great product at a great value. Please enable JavaScript in
Your Browser JavaScript is not currently enabled in your browser and due to this our site will
not work as it should. While JavaScript is disabled, you will not be able to add items to your cart
or browse all product options. Our site is powered by industry leading security standards for
your protection. If possible, please enable JavaScript in your browser for the best possible
experience. If you cannot enable JavaScript or you are having technical difficulties, please
contact us â€” we are always here to help! Please Enable Your Browser's Cookies Functionality
Cookies are not currently enabled in your browser, and due to this the functionality of our site
will be severely restricted. Web browser based cookies allow us to customize our site for you,
save items in your cart, and provide you with a great experience when shopping OpticsPlanet.
Your privacy is important to us, and any personal information you supply to us is kept strictly
confidential. If you cannot enable cookies in your browser, please contact us â€” we are always
here to help! Unfortunately we are unable to offer our excellent shopping experience without
JavaScript. Please add " opticsplanet. Popular Categories. Rifle Parts. Shotgun Parts. AR15
Parts. Pistol Parts. Thompson Center Encore Pro-hunter 6. Thompson Center Arms Pro Hunter.
Thompson Center Pro Hunter. Thompson Center Arms Encore. Thompson Center Contender
G2. Thompson Center G2 Contender Pistol. Thompson Center Contender. Filter by:. Made in
USA. Customer Reviews. Related Links. Navigate to: Categories. Compare 0. Remove All. Here
at Match Grade Machine, our machinists have been specially trained to produce the finest
custom gun barrels on the market. These machinists can produce the best custom built TC
Contender barrels on the market. Feel free to use our online barrel builder, or shop our on-hand
inventory. With unprecedented customization options. Tested and proven to be some of the
most precise shooting gun barrels on the market. All due to our incredible attention to detail,
and complimented with our shockingly fast turnaround time makes MGM custom gun barrels
top of the line. All of our custom guns have a turnaround of approximately 10 weeks, and are
built to exactly what specifications you want. These TC Contender and Encore barrels offer
some of the best and most precise shooting available. And here at MGM we offer the best
variations, with the most customization on the market. We offer an industry standard custom
barrel builder allowing you to build your barrel exactly how you want it. Get exclusive coupons,
announcements, and helpful tips for free! By joining our brand new email list. Wondering which
custom Thompson Center gun barrel chambers we offer? Then look no further as we have them
all listed. Terms and Conditions Privacy Policy. Thompson Center Contender Barrels. Shop
Current Inventory. Custom Build Barrel. Photo Gallery. Thompson Center Contender Gun
Barrels. Recent Blog Posts. October 1, Engineered from the ground up to change everything.
Click to Learn More. See Our Chambers List. G2 Available Calibers! Get the most out of your G2
receiver! The new calibers that we have available. The incredible flexibility of pre-fit barrels. See
our closeout barrels. See our latest velocity testing. Scope bases, bolts, and more. See our
barrels complete, and in action. Match Grade Machine, Inc. A Phone: Fax: sales
matchgrademachine. Manufactured in the U. When factory is not enough. Get your custom gun
barrels today. Buy online or give us a call: Create a new list. Order by:. Available to:. If you feel
that any part of our transaction is less than optimal. Please contact me. I will do all in my power
to correct the situation. If you are purchasing more than one item. Combined invoice option
provided by eBay when you complete your purchases, or wait for my invoice. List your items
fast and easy and manage your active items. Catalog advertisement in excellent condition.
Always original pages. USA To assure safe delivery. All international items are shipped rolled in
tube If you feel that any part of our transaction is less than optimal. Immediate refund if you are
not happy with your purchase. Classic Archives Listing Please visit our page for more
information about us and our products! Reloading Ammunition Over 9 hours of Instructional
Videos This collection includes video in. This is a data DVD can be played in any computer.
Disclaimer: In accordance with ebay policy. Absolutely no firearms or firearm parts are included
in this listing. These videos combined are over 9 hours long! You can save them to your hard
drive, and then place them on your Ipad or tablet or phone, and watch them in your shop at your
convenience. They provide a great overview of the process of reloading ammunition for
beginners and experts alike. Great tips and tricks! Advanced Safety Information on Bullet
Casting and Ingot Making- An important part of reloading is learning how to make bullet
castings out of lead. This video shows you how. It shows you all the equipment you will need to
reload ammunition. Turret, and progressive presses and what to start with and why. Beginners
Reloading- Do's and Dont's- An important overview of the safety concerns with reloaded
ammunition and what you should do to ensure your own safety and that of others. Thompson
Center Contender Takedown Guide. Complete illustrated and referenced"break-down" parts list

gives all the pistol's parts and the name for each. The rest of the guide gives very detailed
instructions on disassembly and reassembly of the pistol complete with tips to make the job
easier. From cleaning your pistol to more advanced repair work or just seeing what part you
need. This is a valuable addition to your pistol. Please note that a couple of the pictures in this
manual are not the best quality but otherwise it is fine. Just a six page manual but it is full of
information concerning this pistol. More detailed than original factory manuals. We try to ship
as soon as possible after payment is received. We appreciate your interest in our auction and
welcome any comments or suggestions you may have. Feel free to email us. Thank you.
Powered by The free listing tool. Barrel has been Magna ported. Picture shows scope. Used but
in excellent condition. Light rub marks above the hinge pin. Otherwise perfect. Please message
us if you have any questions. We leave excellent positive feedback for all customers that bid on
an item and send payment. We hope you will do the same for us. We are looking for 5 star
positive. If you feel we deserve less. Please contact us first and we will make it right. Brackets,
and screws. There are some scuffs. Light scratches, and signs of light wear, but overall they are
both in very good condition in my opinion. One of them is in a little nicer condition than the
other. But they're both in good condition for thier age. The mount itself was taken off of a TC 22
Rem Jet barrel. Other barrels might need some customization to fit it. But I really do not have a
clue regarding its compatibility with most other TC barrel calibers. Both scopes sport a
standard crosshair. When you look through the scopes the veiwing area looks small. But I
imagine as they are meant to be mounted on a pistol, one's I am no expert nor a shooter nor a
hunter so this is only logical speculation on my part. This auction is for two used but in nice
shape grips. Forends, and mounting hardware for the Thompson Center G2 contender. The
forends will fit all barrels but does have two screws. The grips will only fit the G2 frame. They
are the original rubber design, and can help control that hard kicking handgun. Deep blue gloss
steel. Excellent shape, all mounting screws included. Sign up for; the fast. Easy, and secure
way to pay online. Be sure to add me to your! Check out my! I sell only original print Ads
Advertisements and other paper items that I personally remove from the genuine vintage
magazines in which they appear. I never sell copies. Reproductions or reprints! Ads are mailed
in acid-free, archival quality plastic sleeves inside thick-walled cardboard mailing tubes. Please
wait to pay for any purchases until you are finished buying. At which time you can click on the
Pay Now button on any one of your purchases and you will receive an invoice with the correct
shipping fee. Ad condition is graded as Near Mint. Excellent, Very Good or Good. Near Mint
condition means the Ad is virtually flawless and in the same basic condition it was in when
published. Excellent condition means the Ad has only minimal sign of age, exposure or
magazine handling, and is not quite perfect enough to be rated as Near Mint. When an Ad's
condition is extremely close to one of the above condition ratings but not quite deserving of
that rating, the word"About" will appear before the condition rating. I do not sell Ads in less
than Good condition. Multiple caliber, single shot pistol. Condition: Near Mint If this is a partial
page Ad that is st. US shipping only. Factory box. Octagon 10 inches overall length. Excellent
blue, a few small marks with sights. Will work with any Contender frame. See my other auctions
for Contender and Encore barrels. Posted with. Nice old catalog in great condition. Has minor
creases in just a couple places. Excellent overall. Click on photos for larger image Check out
my listing for other interesting old GUN and Hunting items! Here we have a very nice Thompson
center arms buckle. Featured the contender pistol. This vintage buckle is offered with free
shipping. Look at the pictures carefully, you get what you see. The buckle doesn't appear to
have been worn, and was originally advertised as new with defects. The darkening around the
handgun and cougar is very typical of this particular buckle, basically gives it a lot more
character and definition. The plastic cover has some yellowing from age as well. Please allow
days for delivery. The stainless steel finish is excellent. The scope rings and base are being
sold as pictured. They will make a great addition for your collection or will make a great barrel
for TC shooters. Thanks and Good Luck. See my other outdoor products and hunting auctions
Thanks and Good Luck bidding. Someone will get a great buy on this barrel! Payment must be
received The barrel will be shipped promptly upon receipt of payment. Preferred method of
payment is via PayPal. See my other outdoor products and hunting auctions. Pay me securely
with any major credit card through PayPal! In good condition. Older heavy model. Has ring
marks. Not used personally by myself. Has standard Burris reticule. Like a duplex. Has a
number on opposite side of Burris ID. Nothing wrong with it to my knowledge but is covered by
forever warranty. Forever Warrantyâ€” Protects Burris products from any defects in materials or
workmanshipâ€” even if you are not the original owner. Burris will. At our option, repair or
replace the item at no charge. I wil not end the auction early and no buy it nowâ€¦ Sold as is.
Where as. Sold only in lower 48 states. Paypal only per ebay rules. Thanks for looking. Thanks
in advance. Please take a moment No refunds on international sales. Here is Thompson Center

catalog number 16 from Black Powder rifles and accessories! Also the TCR 87 Rifle. Like new, It
has been kept in a plastic sleeve since I obtained it. Everything must go! Some day when I'm
gone my kids will back up a dumpster to my place and shovel it all in. It is time to move all
this"stuff" along to someone who will appreciate it. I will be listing vintage. Contact me for
international shipping. Canada same as US destinations! Fits Contender pistol bull barrel. With
bracket and all mounting screws. Excellent condition. Ships to lower 48 states only. Few
blemishes. Excellent bore. May be most powerful caliber for yard contender hunter. Pachmayr
forend for Thompson center contender 10" bull barrel presentation grips. New in box. Up for
action is a very early Contender walnut forend. The barrel comes with front and rear sights. This
barrel came with a Contender package I purchased. I have not fired this barrel and do not know
how many rounds have been through it. Although the bore is in very good condition. I am
unfamiliar with the extension and what it purpose is, so p lease contact me with any questions.
It comes with 2 keys. It may have a Dymo label number on it or its keys. Or it may have a dab of
red nail polish to identify it and its keys. Made by Leupold. It has the Duplex Reticle. And the
all-too-rare Target Turret for elevation. Scope shows minimal wear. With an abrasion mark
under the rings. Free Economy Shipping. Posted with eBay Mobile. This is a set of 2 Thompson
Center Contender forend bushings for the old style forend. They are blue no rust or pits and in
excellant condition. These are not the new style smooth side bushing. They have the flange on
the bottom. These are very hard to find if you ever loose one or get an old style forend. This
auction is for a set of 2 pieces. Thompson No longer makes these bushings. I offer a full refund
if you are not completly satisfied with the item. All items are shipped in a brown bubble
envelope with delivery confirmation. Please check feedback. So check out my other auctions.
All items shipped with delivery confirmation. Please ask questions before you Send a message
and let me know that you are still bidding. I will send an invoice at the end of the auction with
the total and combined shipping. It is blued and an original thompson center arms product.
These are nice to have if you ever loose one or need one. You will find that they are hard to find.
Please ask questions before you bid. I will send an invoice at the end of the auction with the
total and combined This is one Thompson Center Contender forend bushing for the old style
forend. Like the beavertail. It is blue no rust or pits and in excellant condition. This is not the
new style smooth side bushing it has the flange on the bottom. This auction is for 1 piece only.
Thompson no longer makes this type of bushing. Vintage Thompson Center sell sheet for.
Herrett Contender. For sale is a very rare sell sheet for the. Herrett for the Thompson Center
Contender. Titled"World's Smashingest Handgun Cartridge! This is a one sided. The sheet is
printed on one side only and does have some light foxing on the right side margin and on the
back side which is blank by intention These sheets were included with guns when they shipped
from the factory. It is in an archival, acid-free sleeve. It's had less than rounds through it. It's a
14" long stainless steel bull barrel chambered in the fastest commercially produced round
available. The Ruger! This cartridge is capable of sending bullets flying at well over the 4, fps
mark! The scope is a nice matte black Burris x32mm long eye relief handgun scope with a
duplex reticle. Its mounted with a silver Leupold base and matte black Leupold DD rings. The
creates the perfect color contrast, IMO. The lenses of the scope are also protected with a nice
set of Butler Creek flip-up scope caps. Pick it up today, and save some time and money. Bid
with confidence. What you see is what you get. Thank you for considering this item. Please
email me with questions before you bid. Please take a moment to look at my other items I have
for sale. If you buy more than one item from me and I can ship them together to save you some
shipping costs I would be happy to do that for you. Excellent pistol scope. Virtually
indestructible fixed power scope. When mounted correctly. Check out my other items!
Combined when possible. Payment: Required day after yesterday. And feedback is posted you
are satisfied with transaction. Please contact For your consideration is a Thompson Center
Contender front and rear sight in overall good condition. The front sight has some minor rust
and is missing one mounting screw. The rear sight is in very good to excellent condition. And
has both of its mounting screws"captured" in the sight. Both of these sights are for a round
barreled firearm. And will not fit properly on an octagon barrel firearm. I have the sights shown
from many sides so you can assess their condition. Shipping is free to US addresses only. If
you have any questions. Including shipping, payment, or sales tax, please feel free to contact
me. You are bidding on an original Thompson Center Contender rear sight with screws for a
round barrel firearm in very good to excellent condition. This sight has both mounting screws
included. Which are"captured" inside of the sight, and this sight will only mount on a round
barreled firearm, and will not properly fit on an octagon barrel. The sight is about 2 inches long.
If multiple items are purchased. Please wait for an updated invoice before remitting payment. If
you have any questions including shipping. Payment, or sales tax, please feel free to contact
me. Vintage Thompson Center sell sheet for Contender Accessories. For sale is a rare sell sheet

for the Thompson Center Contender- Accessories. This is the perfect addition to your TC
collection or man cave wall. This is a two sided. The sheet is printed on both sides and features
the very first accessories that TC sold for the original contender. These sheets were included
with guns when they shipped from the factory. Please note that the photo has a glare and
makes the type appear blurry in spots- the type is very clear and crisp on the actual piece. It is
from a closed shop and was bulk packed. So there is no packaging. Kind of hard to find- Nice
just to collect. I think these came on the carbine buttstocks. You don't see many around and I
only have a few. Lyon Sporting Arms. Thanks for your interest and keep watching as we
ramp-up our eBay presence. This was likely manufactured in the time frame. Blued Contender
barrel- 10" Octagon- 38 Special- Hard to find caliber! Two line barrel lettering Barrel lettering
shows N. I waxed it and dried It's clean and I think collectors will appreciate this early barrel in a
very tough to find caliber! Super clean muzzle. Bore, chamber, extractor- it really looks to be a
low round count barrel, it's just going on 50 years of limited handling and storage. Free
Shipping option! Blued Contender barrel- 14" Factory sights removes and screw holes filled
with plug screws Factory TC Duo-Ring mount Factory TC 2x20 Illuminated pistol scope Walnut
forend with swivel stud installed The barrel and scope are super clean! Illuminated scope
functions properly and lenses are super clean I had an extra forend. This soft cover book is
spiral bound. Copyright by Loadbooks The book is in decent condition. You will notice some
dirt on the side and the upper front cover is starting to come off of the spiral binding. PayPal
accepted. Please pay within 3 days of auction close date. If you are purchasing multiple items.
Please wait for an invoice from me as I will be happy to combine your shipping in order to save
you some money. Please note that Illinois residents pay 7. Your item will be carefully packed
and shipped within 1 business day of receiving payment. Extensive care is taken in packaging
items to prevent damage in shipping. We hope you enjoy visiting our auction and checking out
what"treasures" we have to offer. I strive to best describe every item as accurately as possible.
Along with any background or history I have about the piece, but I am not an expert on all
things I offer for sale. If you would like additional information or more pictures, please ask and I
will be happy to provide it to the best of my knowledge. If you are unhappy with your purchase
for any reason, please contact me with your concerns for a satisfactory and fair resolution as
my goal is your complete satisfaction with your purchase. Thompson Center Contender Super
16 barrel with muzzle brake in 35 Remington. You are bidding on a Thompson Center Contender
barrel in 35 Remington that has had an after market muzzle brake added. It is stamped super 16
and must have been cut when the brake was added. It is the model with one dovetail for the
forearm. It takes either a carbine forend with one screw or you can use the standard super 16
forend and just use one hole. The barrel is in very nice condition with a great bore and the usual
frame marks. It also has a one piece scope mount included. This is a great caliber in the
Contender. Thompson Center Contender Hammer Extensions 2. You are bidding on a two 2 TC
Contender hammer extensions like new Light aluminum with set screw. Email us if you have
any questions. And thank you for looking. New in package. Thompson Center G2 Contender x45
Cal. Walnut Forearm Never Used. You are bidding on a TC G2 Contender 45 cal muzzleloader
walnut forearm. This has never been used no original packaging Email us if you have any
questions. Nice bore. The barrel has a flip up rear sight as pictured. I believe this barrel is for
shooting Hot Shot but the choke can be removed to shoot regular Magnum cartridges. I do not
have the tool to remove the choke. Please also see my walnut forend that fits this barrel. Please
see my 14" Contender barrels also listed. The barrel as fixed sights as pictured. Magazine ad s
ize is approximately 5. Not a copy Shipped in a mailing tube OR in an envelope. Between heavy
cardboard in zip lock bag All U. Non-smoking environment Grad ing. Nothing less. We would
not sell an ad that we would not displa y ourselves. We are collectors first! You are purchasing
the advertisement described. Not the actual product! Do not hesitate to ask. We work very hard
to find you the best material for your collections. Quality, and customer service is the number
one priority for us. I will do all in my power Thompson Center Contender. Like New. Less than
one Box of ammo shot with this barrel. Great Condition! Questions; just drop me an email; Very
quick response! Happy Bidding. Thompson Center Contender 2. I have for auction a nice
Thompson Center Pistol Scope. It is gloss finish with Duplex Crosshairs. It has a small dent in
the side of the rear tube. Shown in picture. It functions fine and glass is scratch free. Thanks for
looking and check out my other auctions. Pistol scope 2. Scope in great shape. Very little sign
of wear. Has a couple small nicks on caps that are to small for pictures. Not new, but in good
shape 2. Thompson center arms. A great match up for your contender. Japan model. Sell to
united states only 2p5ddv. Has written in ink in right hand corner and reloading information on
the bottom of box for loading the capsule into the brass cartridge. Please see the pictures. Sold
as is. Where as and only in the lower 48 states. USPS first class. It's a shame because they are
just so much fun! I have only seen a couple Super 16s in 44 Mag. They are tough to track down!

Blued Contender barrel- Choate Survivor Buttstock This stock features two storage
compartments. Free Shipping. Thompson Center Contender Pistol Forend. Very good condition,
shows minor exterior wear, Getting very hard to find. Very Early Grip, has the sterling silver
buttcap, its tarnished and the screws may or may not be original. Comes complete with screw.
Black Powder muzzle loaders, centerfire rifles and shotguns, and many accessories that were
offered in This is an original advertising piece- not a reproduction. Up for auction is a Thomson
Center Contender Case This is a soft leather case and 14" interior length x 10" wide interior It
has a leather handle. It is fleece lined. Zipper works as it should. Will combine shipping! Take a
look at some of our other items. No International Shipping! You are bidding on a vintage
aluminum cougar grip cap. This cap is in good used condition. You are getting exact item
pictured. I accept paypal. Please remit payment within 3 days of auction end. Winning bidder
will get free shipping. All items come from a smoke free home. I do not accept returns. So
please email me with any questions prior to placing your bid. Good luck and happy bidding.
Fabric- Indian design, leather-like trim. All in good shape. Please let me know if you have any
questions. Missing the mounting screws and the center screw for the height adjustment For
Thompson Center with round barrel. Nice condition. Thompson Center Contender pistol front
sight blade only with no attaching screws. It is important. No personal or business checks. I do
not ship outside the 50 United States. In excellent USED condition. Please scroll down to see all
the pictures. Only what is pictured is included in the auction. Please see my listings. Thompson
center contender presentation grip. This is for a nice set of pachmayr presentation grips with
the frame screw. Very good condition. Good condition Thompson Center Contender soft case.
This one probably dates back to the late 80's. Black vinyl naugahyde with the simulated wool
interior- Looks like a pouch for a conversion 2nd barrel. Finish is uniform. That's just some
wipeoff water that hadn't evaporated before I took the picture. Thompson center contender
Encore grip and forgrip. Thompson Center contender Encore grip and forend. Great condition.
Some small marks on left side of grip as shown in picture from storage. Not very noticeable. No
cracks or chips. Have both screws. For round barrel. No overseas shipping. Thompson center
Contender "Encore" grip and forend grip. Thompson Center contender"Encore" grip and
forend. Grip has some small marks on left side of grip from storage. As seen in photo. No
overseas sales. You are bidding on a vintage metal grip cap. Has nice. Audible click turrets.
Scope is in excellent condition, with no outstanding marks to mention. H as nice. Crystal clear
viewing optics. Great scope for you Contender set up! Crystal clear optics 8. Please read all
terms below before bidding. Click on the"Enlarge" button at the bottom of the pictures to see
full size photos. We do offer combined shipping for similar items N o international bidders.
Winning bidder: Please note that we will only ship the address that shows on the PayPal
payment- please make sure the shipping address entered on the order matches the address on
the PayPal payment. It is our desire to provide excellent customer service and a positive
experience to our customers. It is the responsibility of the bidder to carefully review all photos
and description. If there are any questions about the item, please email prior to placing your bid.
Actual item and accessories are pictured. Unless otherwise indicated in the description. Once
the item is received. We strive for 5-star feedback and want to ma
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ke sure our customers are pleased with their transaction. Domestic Shippingâ€” Shipments to
Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Military address may incure additional shipping charges.
Shipment to a. Made with in Austin, TX. Herrett Contender For sale is a very rare sell sheet for
the. Thompson Center TC Contender Rear Sight with screws You are bidding on an original
Thompson Center Contender rear sight with screws for a round barrel firearm in very good to
excellent condition. Thompson Center Contender Super 16 barrel with muzzle brake in 35
Remington You are bidding on a Thompson Center Contender barrel in 35 Remington that has
had an after market muzzle brake added. Thompson center contender presentation grip This is
for a nice set of pachmayr presentation grips with the frame screw. Thompson center contender
Encore grip and forgrip Thompson Center contender Encore grip and forend. Thompson center
Contender "Encore" grip and forend grip Thompson Center contender"Encore" grip and forend.

